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ABSTRACT. In this study, the concepts of gsp-topological vector space, -topological vector space and -homogeneous 

space was introduced and studied, and some properties of them are given.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  Functional analysis in its traditional sense deals primarily 

with Banach spaces and, in particular, Hilbert spaces. 

However, many classical vector spaces have natural 

topologies that are not given by the norm. Such, for 

example, are many spaces of smooth, holomorphic and 

generalized functions. The theory of topological vector 

spaces is the science of spaces of precisely this kind. 

Recently, the concept of generalization of topological 

vector spaces was studied by many authors.  In 2001, AL-

Nayef and AL-Hawary defined the spaces of Irresolute 

Topological Vector Spaces[2] also N.Rajesh and 

Thanjarur[3] defined the notion of strongly pre irresolute 

topological vector spaces. in 2015 Moiz and Azabm[4] 

defined and investigated s-topological vector spaces which 

are another generalization of topological vector spaces. 

Radhi I. M. Ali, J. H. Hussein.  and S. K. Hameed defined 

the concept of On Semi -Pre irresolute Topological Vector 

Space[8]. Recall that a topology    with a vector space X is 

said to be irresolute topological vector space ( resp, 

strongly pre irresolute topological vector spaces [3], s-

topological vector spaces[4], Semi -Pre irresolute 

Topological Vector Space[8] ).  whenever The vector 

addition map S:X×XX and The scalar multiplication map 

M:F×XX Are both irresolute ( resp. semi-continuous, p-

continuous, Semi -Pre irresolute) mapping. For more 

details on irresolute (resp. semi-continuous, p-continuous, 

Semi -Pre irresolute) mapping, we refer to [9,10,4,11]. By a 

space X we mean a topological space. Recall that The 

vector space X over the field of complex numbers C, on 

which the topology τ is given, is called topological vector 

space [1], if the addition map         define by 

 ((   ))     , and the scalar multiplication     

    define by  ((   ))      is continuous 

                            , such that the domain and 

codomain of these mappings are (  ) . An equivalent 

definition of topological vector space state as follows: (X, 

τ) is a topological vector space if the following conditions 

are satisfied:   

1- If for any elements     belong to a space X and any 

open neighborhood         , there exist open 

neighborhoods U of x and V of y in X , such that 

U+V⊂W.  

2-                        and each open neighborhood 

       contains λ.x there exist open neighborhood   of 

λ in   and open neighborhood   of   in   such that 

     . 

    For any     in a vector space    , denote xT:XX , 

defined by      , and denote  Tx:XX , defined by 

      . Then, xT and Tx denote the left and right 

translation by x, respectively [4]. In order to define the 

concept of gsp-open set, we need to define semi-preopen 

sets. Recall that a subset A of a space X is called semi-

preopen [5] if       (   (  ( ))  the intersection of all 

semi-preopen sets containing A is called     ( ). Now we 

are ready to define gsp-open set.   subset   of a space X is 

called generalized semi-preclosed ( briefly gsp-closed) set 

[6] if     ( )     whenever      and   is open in (  ). 
The complement of generalized semi-preclosed set is called 

generalized semi-preopen denoted by gsp-open. Also in [6] 

the concept of gsp-continuous function was defined. Recall 

that mapping is gsp-continuous if the inverse image of 

every open set is gsp-open. In the same way, the concept of 

gsp-homeomorphism was defined, a bijective mapping f is 

gsp-homeomorphism if f and f 
-1 

are gsp-continuous.   

subset   of a point x in a space X is called gsp-

neighborhood [6] if there exists gsp-open set G such that 

      . A point in a space X is called  gsp -interior point 

of a subset A if there exist a gsp-open set B in X such that 

x B   .   subset   of  a space X is -set [7] if and only if  

   (  ( )) subset of   (   ( )). Recall that  mapping f  is 

called -continuous if the inverse image of every -set is 

open equivalently a mapping f from a space X into  a space 

Y is called -continuous at a point x X if for all        

containing f(x) there is an open set U containing x such that 

f(U) D, in the same way but via gsp-open set, we can 

define an equivalent  definition of the concept of gsp-

continuous mapping, a subset   of a space X is -

neighborhood of a point x X if there exists a -set G such 

that x G   . 

1. gsp -Topological vector space. 

Definition 1.1: A vector space   over a field F with a 

topology τ is called a gsp-topological vector spaces (briefly 

       ) if the vector addition mapping S:XXX and 

the scalar multiplication mapping M:FXX are gsp-

continuous equivalent definition of gsp-TVS can be 

satisfied if  two condition must satisfied, the first condition 

is : if x,y belong to X such that x+y W where W is open 

neighborhood of x+y then there exist gsp-neighborhoods U 

and V of x and y respectively such that U+V W, and the 

second condition is : for any   F and  x belong to X and 

for each open neighborhood          there exist an gsp-

neighborhood U of λ in F and                          
     such that         
Lemma 1.2: For any gsp-TVS the translation mapping and 

the multiplication mapping are gsp -continuous.  

Proof: Let Tx:XX and       be the translation and 

the multiplication mappings on a gsp-TVS respectively. Let 

y,x be any points belong to X and W be an open- 

neighborhood of x+y such that Tx(y)=y+x , then  there exist 

gsp-neighborhoods U and V  of x and y respectively such 

that U+V W then       then   ( )      that 

implies   ( )    this result show that    is     
          .,let   be an open neighborhood  of      
  ( )for each λ in F ,x in X, then there is an gsp-open 
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neighborhood U of λ in F and                         

containing  

                      , now    ( )        

implies that   ( )    this show that the multiplication 

mapping is gsp-continuous. 

Theorem 1.3 Let A be any open set in the gsp-TVS X , 

then for any point x in X , A+x is gsp-open. 

Proof: Let a be any point in A+x and a=a0+a1 such that a0 

belong to A and a1 belong to X by gsp-continuity of the 

translation mapping           we have 

 T-a(a)= a0 + a1- a1= a0. For the open set    of    , there 

exists gsp- neighborhood     of   such that     (  )=    

+ (-a1)     thus          then   is gsp-interior point of  

    . Hence       is gsp -open set.  

In the same way, we can prove the following result. 

Theorem 1.4 let  be any non-zero element in F then for 

each x belong to X, A is gsp-open such that A is open in  

a         X. 

Theorem 1.5. The translation and multiplication mappings 

in a gsp-TVS are gsp-homeomorphism. 

Proof: By Lemma 1.2 the translation and multiplication 

mappings are gsp-continuous, and they bijective, so all we 

have to do is to prove that the inverse  is also gsp-

continuous. Let A be an open-neighborhood of x, then 

Tx(A)=A+x then , by Theorem 1.3, A+x is gsp-open in X 

then (Tx)
-1

 is gsp-continuous in the same way we can prove 

that the multiplication mapping is gsp-homeomorphism.    

2. -Topological Vector Spaces 

Definition 2.1: A vector space X over a field F with a 

topology τ is called  -topological vector spaces( briefly -

TVS ) if the following conditions satisfied: The vector 

addition and scalar multiplication mappings are -

continuous, equivalently the following two conditions are 

satisfied: (1) for any two points x,y belong to X and any 

open neighborhood   of     in X there exist a -

neighborhoods   and   of x and y respectively such that 

U+V W (2) for any  F and any x X and for each open 

neighborhood W of .x there exist a -neighborhoods U  in 

F and V in X of λ and x respectively such that      . 

Theorem 2.2. The translation and the multiplication 

mappings on any -TVS is -continuous.  

Proof :Let   be an element in a -TVS X and  let W be an 

open neighborhood of  x+y such that   ( )      then 

there exist a -neighborhoods   and V of y and x in X 

respectively such that        then we can write     

as     then      , and since Tx(y)=y+x then 

  ( )     , therefore,   ( )   then Tx is -

continuous. 

To prove the multiplication mapping is -continuous, let   

be an open neighborhood of  M(x)=.x such that  in F 

and x in X, but X is -continuous then there exist -

neighborhood U of  in F and  -neighborhood V of x in X 

such that      , then  ( )        then M is -

continuous.  

We can prove the following theorem in the same way of the 

proving of Theorems 1.3.  

Theorem 2.3: For any open set A in a         and foe 

each          is -set. 

Definition 2.4[7]:   bijective mapping    from a 

topological space to itself is called - homeomorphism if 

 and its inverse are -continuous. 

Theorem 2.5: Let (   ) be      then the translation 

mapping        and the multiplication mapping 

       are - homeomorphism. 

Proof: the bijective of the mappings is clear and the -

continuity of the translation and multiplication mappings 

proved in   Theorem 2.2, so we have to show now the 

inverse of two maps are -continuous.  Suppose that   be 

any open neighborhood of y .Then Tx
-1

( )= +x by the 

Theorem 2.3 U+x is -set  then Tx is -continuous. 

Therefore Tx is -homeomorphism mapping, in the same 

way, we can show that the multiplication mapping is -

homeomorphism.  

We conclude our study by the notion of - homogenous, 

which is defined in the definition below. 

Definition 2.6: A space X is called - homogenous if for 

any points x and y in X there exist a  - homeomorphism 

mapping      such that f(x)=y. 

Theorem 2.7: Let X be a       and   a subspace of X, if  

  contains a non-empty open set, then S is -set  set in X. 

Proof: Let                                  
               , for any    , the set        ( )   
is a -set  in      and  V  subset  of   , then  the subspace S 

equal to    ⋃{(V+ x): x  S }  is -set  , as the union of -

set  is -set  . 

Proposition 2.8: Let   be        for any neighborhood 

  of   there exists a   neighborhood    of 0 such that  

        .  

  Proof: Let  V be an open neighborhood of  0 + 0= 0, by 

the definition of      , there exists a -neighborhood U 

of   0 such that        . 

Theorem 2.9: Every -TVS (X,τ) is - homogenous space. 

Proof. Let   (  )   , then by the Theorem 2.5    is -

homeomorphism and  

  ( )            , then X is -homogenous space . 
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